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PART - A 

I. Choose the correct answer :      15 X 1 = 15 

1. Which one of the following is the text operator in star office calc?  

a) :     b)!    c) &    d) ^ 

2. Which key is used to edit the content in a cell?  

a) F1    b) F2    c) F5    d) F7 

3. The intersection of rows and columns in a spreadsheet is called as?  

a) Cell    b) row intersect  c) grid    d) column intersect 

4. A formula in spreadsheet always begins with?  

a) +    b) -    c) ^    d) = 

5. The cells A4,A5,A6,B4,B5& B6 are referred in a worksheet as?  

a) A4: B6    b) A1:B6   c) A1:A6;B1:B6  d) A4:A6;B4:B6 

6. The active cell in a spreadsheet is identified by?  

a) Insertion pointer  b) cell pointer  c) Mouse pointer  d) keyboard pointer 

7. Which of the following data can be typed into a spreadsheet cell?  

a) Numbers   b) text    c) formulae   d) all of these 

8. How many rows and columns are there in visicalc?  

a) 524,36    b) 254,36   c) 63,254   d) 254,63 

9. The bar used to display the current cell and its content is?  

a) Menu bar   b) object bar   c) formula bar  d) function bar 

10. Graphic representation of numbers are known as?  

a) Charts    b) graphs   c) bar diagrams  d) cells 

11. To do the calculations for different worksheets in a particular sheet, we use?  

a) 2D formula   b) function   c) 3D formula  d) selection 

12. The default date format used in spreadsheet is?  

a) dd/mm/yy   b) mm/dd/yy  c) dd/mm/yy  d) yy/dd/mm 

13. Which are referred to as predefined formulae?  

a) Functions   b) charts   c) objects   d) cell address 

14. In star calc, to begin with in a worksheet, the cell pointer is always in?  

a) BA    b) A1    c) AB    d) 1A 

15. Which helps to format the worksheet with predefined styles and colors?  

a) Auto style sheet  b) auto format sheet  c) Auto color sheet  d) auto sheet 
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PART - B 

II.  Answer any six questions : Question No. 18 is compulsory  6 X 2 = 12 

16. What is an electronic Spreadsheet? 

17. Write the steps involve in creating a worksheet? 

18. Define Active Cell. 

19. Define Range. Give one example. 

20. Write a note on Text and Reference Operator. 

21. Define Cell and Cell Pointer. 

22. What is Function ? Give an example. 

23. Differentiate the terms ‘Spreadsheet’ and ‘Worksheet’. 

24. Can we change the data present in a cell ? if, so how? 

 

PART - C 

III. Answer any  six question : Question No. 28 is compulsory  6 X 3 = 18 

25. What is Date Arithmetic ? explain. 

26. Write the spreadsheet applications. 

27. Write a short notes about Arithmetic Operators. 

28. Write the difference between Relative and Absolute cell addressing. 

29. Explain how to generate the series : 33,30,27…..3 

30. Write a note on AutoFormat sheet in StarOffice Calc. 

31. How will you change the column width of worksheet in StarOfficeCalc? 

32. Name some popular Spreadsheet Programs. 

33. Write a short notes about Comparative Operator. 

 

PART - D 

IV. Answer All questions :       5 X 5 = 25 

34. How can you generate a series of values ? Explain with an example. 

( or ) 

What are functions ? How can you use them in your worksheet ? Explain with an example. 

35. Write the advantages of using spreadsheet. 

( or ) 

Explain the different formatting options available in StarOffice Calc. 

36. Explain how will you insert cells, rows and columns. 

( or ) 

Explain how to insert objects in StarCalc worksheet. 

37. Describe the steps to be followed for presenting the data in the worksheet in the form of Charts.                             

( or ) 

List and describe the other features available with spreadsheet software in addition to its ability 

to calculate numbers. 

38. Explain in detail about Fill command in worksheet. 

( or ) 

How will you inserting the special characters and Pictures in spreadsheet? 
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